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WEBITE SOLUTIONS COMPANY ANNOUNCES WEBSITE FOR HEALTH EQUITY 

RESEARCH AT TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY  

Transdisciplinary Center for Health Equity Research serves Bryan, College Station and the surrounding 

Brazos Valley. They recently gained a web resource that was created by the associates of AgniTEK. 

 

College Station, TX, November 12, 2013– AgniTEK, a nationally-recognized company for their expertise 

in helping organizations leverage technology to improve businesses, is pleased to announce the launch 

of a website for Transdisciplinary Center for Health Equity Research at 

http://www.tamuhealthequity.org.  The new website was designed and created by AgniTEK associates 

and is live on the web. 

Transdisciplinary Center for Health Equity Research at Texas A&M University is dedicated to stimulate 

research, education, intervention development and testing, dissemination, and evaluation in a 

coordinated effort in partnership with affected communities for the reduction and elimination of health 

disparities. Health equity is what they strive for, and they accomplish that with research, education, and 

outreach. To learn more about TCHER, visit their website today. 

The Transdisciplinary Center for Health Equity Research website is equipped with a description page that 

describes what they actually do, as well as the different people that work for them; including students, 

faculty, and board members. There is also a page dedicated to describing what their research is and how 

they plan to attain their goals. TCHER is unique because as of today, they are the only center of this type 

housed in a college of education. This website and all of its features were made possible by the 

associates of AgniTEK. 

http://www.tamuhealthequity.org/


AgniTEK is a full service website and software solutions company serving Texas companies for over 15 

years. They deliver reliability, consistency, simplicity and value in website services and software 

application development work. AgniTEK has been named a five-time Newman 10 Award winner and 

three-time Aggie 100 Award winner.  
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